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deliver better software faster puppet - before puppet it would take us some time between four weeks to never to achieve
major changes across our infrastructure organization and our legacy fleet, microsoft azure windows automation puppet enterprise level support for windows environments we continue to invest in helping our customers automate their windows
infrastructure and move to the cloud, amazon com infrastructure as code managing servers in - kief morris has been
designing building and running automated it server infrastructure for nearly twenty years having started out with shell scripts
and perl moving on to cfengine puppet chef and ansible among other technologies as they ve emerged, puppet tutorial
puppet devops - puppet tutorial by alessandro franceschi example42 11 07 2015 puppet essentials overview introduction
to puppet configuration management tools puppet ecosystem and related software what is puppet, introducing aws
fargate run containers without managing - amazon web services is hiring amazon web services aws is a dynamic
growing business unit within amazon com we are currently hiring software development engineers product managers
account managers solutions architects support engineers system engineers designers and more, agile devops
infrastructure automation ibm - stay tuned for additional content in this series infrastructure automation is the process of
scripting environments from installing an operating system to installing and configuring servers on instances to configuring
how the instances and software communicate with one another and much more, puppet versus chef 10 reasons why
puppet wins bitfield - the puppet 5 beginner s guide is the perfect introduction to puppet 5 for complete beginners taking
you from first steps to completely automating your infrastructure with puppet including containers and cloud resources,
azure virtual machines using chef puppet and docker for - this post provides information on creating linux vms in azure
and using tools like chef puppet and docker for managing linux vms microsoft virtual academy hosted the azure iaas for it
pros web streaming event from dec 1st 4th geared towards it professionals working with azure the topics covered in this
event were intended to provide detailed information on various azure infrastructure, getting started with puppet udemy checkout new bonus lecture learn ci and cd using jenkins and aws this course is all about automating it management using
puppet with the help of puppet one can easily administer hundreds and thousands of servers with all having identical setup,
aws opsworks for puppet enterprise aws amazon com - aws opsworks for puppet enterprise is a fully managed
configuration management service that hosts puppet enterprise a set of automation tools from puppet for infrastructure and
application management, puppet tutorial for linux powering up with puppet - the puppet 5 beginner s guide is the perfect
introduction to puppet 5 for complete beginners taking you from first steps to completely automating your infrastructure with
puppet including containers and cloud resources, the architecture of open source applications volume 2 - 18 1
introduction puppet is an open source it management tool written in ruby used for datacenter automation and server
management at google twitter the new york stock exchange and many others, puppet vs chef vs ansible vs saltstack
intigua - puppet chef ansible and saltstack present different paths to achieve a common goal of managing large scale
server infrastructure efficiently with minimal input from developers and sysadmins, the best tools for cloud infrastructure
automation dzone - since anyone who has researched cloud migration knows it can be difficult here is a review of several
automation tools to make the task easier, puppet packs in container management provider distelli - devops and
automation vendor puppet snapped up privately held software and container management provider distelli for an
undisclosed sum the acquisition is set to add distelli s continuous, cloud infrastructure and security infosys blogs - the
commoditization of technology has reached its pinnacle with the advent of the recent paradigm of cloud computing infosys
cloud computing blog is a platform to exchange thoughts ideas and opinions with infosys experts on cloud computing, aws
cloud proactive security and forensic readiness - part 2 infrastructure level protection in aws this is the second in a five
part blog series that provides a checklist for proactive security and forensic readiness in the aws cloud environment this post
relates to protecting your virtual infrastructure within aws
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